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The use of ‘S knows p’ varies from context to context. Contextualist theories explain this
variation in terms of semantic hypotheses: ‘S knows p’ is relative or indexical in meaning, referring to practical features of either the subject’s context (Hawthorne and Stanley) or the ascriber’s context (Lewis, Cohen, and DeRose). The linguistic evidence against both forms of
contextualism is extensive. I maintain that the contextual variation of knowledge claims results from common pragmatic factors. One is variable strictness. In addition to its strict use,
‘S knows p’ may be used loosely to implicate that S is close enough to knowing p for contextually indicated purposes. Here I will show that there is another pragmatic variable: belief
about what is known. While variation in strictness accounts for the variation in the bank, parking, and some lottery cases, variation in belief accounts for the variation in other lottery cases
and the epistemology cases. Along the way, I sketch a strong but non-skeptical invariantist
semantics, and show how it works with these pragmatic factors.
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